
Abstract  In this paper, measures of performance 
(MOP’s) are discussed with which the effectiveness of sen-
sor fusion can be assessed. A series of objective measures 
are outlined to characterize effectiveness of the detection, 
tracking and classification processes. The applicability of 
several MOP’s is demonstrated for an example in which 
radar and camera data are combined, showing the benefit 
of sensor fusion.
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1 Introduction

With the present emphasis on research related to sensor 
fusion, the subject of sensor fusion performance assess-
ment should not be discarded. Obviously, the availability 
of objective criteria is essential if one wants to determine 
the possible benefit of fusion, or if one is to compare 
results obtained with different fusion levels or algorithms. 
Besides, the measures are essential to obtain optimal set-
tings of specific algorithms. Consequently, there is a need 
for a comprehensive set of performance indicators and in 
this paper a series of such measures of performance 
(MOP’s) is presented and discussed.
We have sorted these MOP’s along the general processing 
scheme shown in figure 1. This scheme is considered in 
detail by Kester [1]. Actually, three categories of MOP’s

are proposed, which characterize the effectiveness of the 
detection, tracking and classification processes, respec-
tively. Several MOP’s reside within each category.
Which particular MOP’s are relevant for a specific appli-
cation, depends on the tasks the sensor system has to fulfil. 
E.g., a system that provides a recognized air picture for 
humanly interpretation by painting tracks on a graphical 
display, must be judged with MOP’s related to tracking 
and classification.
The content of the paper is as follows. Performance meas-
ures related to detection, tracking and classification are 
discussed in the sections 2, 3 and 4, respectively. Since the 
calculation of MOP’s requires so-called ground truth 
information, the assessment of this data is discussed in 
section 5. Subsequently, the use of several MOP’s is eluci-
dated with an example in section 6. Finally, conclusions 
are formulated and references are specified.

2 Detection

Often, three steps can be identified in the detection proc-
ess: thresholding, clustering and feature extraction. So-
called detections are declared if the signal-level exceeds a 
threshold. Subsequently, detections that are assumed to be 
originating from the same target are clustered. Finally, fea-
tures of (alleged) targets are estimated which results in 
contacts.
Three sub-categories are proposed for MOP’s related the 
effectiveness of the detection process: detection statistics, 
contact quality and reaction time.

2.1 Detection statistics
Provided the probability of detection, , and the proba-
bility of false alarm, , can be determined, a so-called 
detection curve can be constructed by measuring these 
quantities at different settings (e.g. threshold levels) of the 
detection process. Thus, the curve provides insight in 
detection performance and the corresponding number of 
false alarms per unit of time. Figure 2 presents an example 
of a detection curve. Generally, it is attempted to device a 
processing scheme yielding a detection curve that 
approaches the upper-left corner of the coordinate system.
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Figure 2: Example of a detection curve.

The two probabilities,  and , must be determined by 
counting contacts. A priori knowledge is required to be 
able to make the distinction between a target-contact and a 
false alarm.
Other MOP’s that may be of significance, particularly 
when having to dimension a tracking process, are the 
mean number of succeeding contacts,  and the mean 
number of succeeding misses, . The meaning of these 
quantities is illustrated in figure 3. For this example, 

%,  and .

Figure 3: Top: a series of hits (1’s) and misses (0’s).
Bottom-left: histogram of the number of succeeding contacts.
Bottom-right: histogram of the number of succeeding misses.

2.2 Contact quality
Contact quality refers to the precision with which 
extracted features are estimated. Again, a priori knowl-
edge concerning true values of features is required to be 
able to assess the accuracy of the estimates.

2.3 Reaction time
The reaction time of the detection process is given by the 
computational effort it takes to extract features and to pro-
duce a contact-message.

3 Tracking

Tracking is generally applied in the signal processing 
scheme of observation systems in order to estimate and 
predict kinematic properties of targets. The technique is 
however also highly effective to achieve a reduction in the 
number a false alarms and to refine the succeeding classi-
fication process.

The tracking process considers evolvement of parameters 
in time, relying on a mathematical model. Often used 
hereby is the Kalman-filter [2], which is suitable if meas-
urement noise and process noise (which allows for model 
perturbation) behave according to Gaussian shaped proba-
bility density functions.
The tracking process receives contacts and delivers tracks.
A track typically contains multiple elements, referring to 
features and these can be subdivided in two categories:
1. Filter output

These are the elements that also occur in the model. 
They represent the ‘state’ of the target that is being 
tracked.

2. Additional features
A track can adopt or deduce features from the contacts 
that have been associated with the track (e.g.: ‘mean 
echo amplitude over the last ten contacts’). Also, spe-
cific dynamic characteristics can be maintained, such as 
the lowest speed that has occurred during the track’s 
lifetime. Information of this type is eminent to establish 
target classification.

Tracks can be exploited for several purposes:
• Sensor management, i.e., feedback of track informa-

tion to adjust the settings of the sensor.
• Processing management, i.e., feedback of track infor-

mation to adapt the signal processing.
• Interpretation of the environmental picture, performed 

either automatically or by a human, usually aided by a 
graphical display.

With respect to the last aspect, it is remarked that not all 
tracks need to be presented to the interpreter. A so-called 
display filter is often employed to reject tracks that do not 
have the user’s interest, such as tracks that are not ‘firm’ 
or tracks that have been classified as ‘non-target’.
Again, the MOP’s are organized in three sub-categories: 
track statistics, track quality and reaction time.

3.1 Track statistics
Ideally, the number of tracks that an observation system 
produces during a specific time span, corresponds with the 
number of targets. Also, the estimated kinematic informa-
tion should closely match the true motion. In practice, 
however, deficiencies may occur and several of these are 
illustrated in figure 4. True and estimated positional infor-
mation is presented for a scene in which six targets travel 
in a square area, during a specific time interval. The end of 
the target’s trajectory is indicated by a dot.
The following MOP’s belong to the sub-category track 
statistics:
• The number of tracks

Note the discrepancy in the example above; the tracker 
produces nine tracks whereas there are only six targets.

• The number of missed tracks
A missed track occurs if a target is not tracked. In fig-
ure 4 there is one missed track, namely that of target I.

• The number of false tracks
A false track corresponds with a non-existing target or 
with an object that does not bear one’s interest. In the 
lower diagram of figure 4, track 1 represents a false 
track.
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• The number of track (inter)changes
When targets get close together, correct contact to 
track association may fail, see figure 4, tracks 8 and 9 
of targets IV and V.

• The number of track breaks
A broken track occurs if the system is not capable to 
track a target continually in time which results in inter-
mittent tracking. In the example, target II is repre-
sented by three tracks: 4, 5 and 6.

3.2 Track quality
The following MOP’s belong to the sub-category track 
quality:
• Feature quality

This comprises the precision of both kinematic (posi-
tion, course, velocity) and non-kinematic features.
As an example: the positional error, , considers posi-
tional information and is given by

(1)

with  and  the estimated and true position vectors 
at time i and N the number of track updates, see also 
figure 5.

• Track purity
This is the percentage of correctly associated contacts 
in a track. An example is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: Track purity of 7/8 (87.5%) due to association of one 
non-target contact.

In case of data that have been gathered experimentally, 
determining track purity can be problematic since it is 
not always possible to tell whether a reflection origi-
nates from a target or from noise, or clutter located at 
the target.

• Track accuracy
When using a Kalman filter, the accuracies of the esti-
mated parameters are calculated along with the esti-
mates themselves, they appear in the diagonal 
elements of the state covariance matrix.

3.3 Reaction time
• Track initiation time

This is the time span between the moment at which a 
target is detected and the moment at which its track 
appears.

• Track deletion time
This is the time span between the moment at which a 
target is obscured or out of range and the moment at 
which its track is removed.

4 Classification

The correctness of the classification (or identification) 
process is usually depicted by means of a so-called confu-
sion matrix. The rows of the matrix correspond with the 
classes that have been measured, the columns correspond 
with the classification results. Table 1 gives a fictitious 
example related to identification of civil aircraft.

Table 1  Confusion matrix with results in terms of percentage. N 
denotes the number of times an identification is performed. 

B727-MD80 refers to different aircraft type.

The ratio of the correct number and the total number of 
classifications can be take as overall performance meas-
ure. More refined, however, is to include ‘costs’ for incor-
rect results. The performance of the classifier, L, is then 
given by:
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. (2)

with , the probability of occurrence of class k, , the 
cost if a target of (true) class k is classified as being of 
class b ( ) and  the element from the confu-
sion matrix.

5 Ground truth assessment

The calculation of the MOP’s as introduced in the previ-
ous three sections requires that ‘true’ values of parameters 
are known. Obviously, in case the input signals for the 
observation system processing are generated synthetically, 
complete knowledge concerning the values of target fea-
tures is present. In experimental setups, however, the 
availability of this type of information is often not trivial. 
The so-called ground truth data must then be derived from 
co-observations, obtained with equipment that measures 
the parameters of interest more directly and more accu-
rately than the sensor itself. Of course, only information 
that is required to calculate the MOP’s of interest needs to 
be logged.
The scheme of an evaluation module that is to calculate 
one or several MOP’s related to tracking is shown in fig-
ure 7. The association of ground truth to tracks may not be 
trivial and this aspect bears similarity with the contact to 
track association problem implied in the multi target track-
ing process, see Drummond and Fridling [3].

Figure 7: Evaluation module to calculate measures of 
performance related to tracking.

6 Example

The project FRESNEL (Fusion of Radar and Electro-Opti-
cal Signals for Surveillance on Land) regards applications 
as intruder detection and battlefield surveillance. To 
reduce operator workload, a high degree of automation is 
required; a false track rate of less than one per day is 
aimed at. Consequently, we focus on track statistics, par-
ticularly on the MOP false track rate.
Data have been gathered with a FM-CW radar and a visual 
light camera, co-located and operating simultaneously in a 
non-scanning mode. The frame rate of the camera is 12.5 
Hz. Figure 8 presents a camera image obtained during an 
18 s experiment in which a single person walks down a 
path.
Contact extraction for the camera is based upon motion 
detection. Consequently, false contacts are produced dur-
ing windy weather conditions, originating from moving 
parts of overgrowth such as trees and shrubs. If the tracker 
operates on camera data only, a total of 132 tracks are gen-
erated in the single target experiment mentioned above, 
implying a false track rate of 6.6 s-1. Figure 9 presents the 

positional information of these tracks, projected on the 
camera plane. The target track appears vertically, in the 
middle. Notice that numerous false tracks emerge from the 
crown of a tree, at the lower left. A track length histogram 
is shown in figure 10. The track with 207 updates corre-
sponds with the target.
Results when fusion with the radar data is engaged are 
presented in figure 11. Now 41 tracks are generated so that

Figure 8: Image obtained for the FRESNEL project.

Figure 9: Tracks in the single target scenario, camera data only.

Figure 10: Track length histogram for single target scenario, 
camera data only.
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the false track rate drops to 2.3 s-1. One side-effect of the 
fusion is that the target track breaks once, which is caused 
by lack of radar detections during a short period. More 
important however, is the effect that the mean lifetime of 
the false tracks decreases significantly, as shown in figure 
12. By suppressing tracks with short life time in the dis-
play filter, the false track rate that is aimed at seems feasi-
ble.

Figure 11: Tracks in FRESNEL single target scenario, fusion of 
radar and camera data is enabled.

Figure 12: Track length histogram, sensor fusion is employed.

7 Conclusions

A series of measures of performance (MOP’s) have been 
discussed with which the capability of detection, tracking 
and classification processes can be characterized. Which 
of these MOP’s are appropriate depends on the applica-
tion. An example has been given in this communication 
that demonstrates the use of MOP’s related to track statis-
tics.
In practice, one might like to have a single number repre-
senting the quality of the algorithm. A suitable approach is 
to compose this number from individual MOP’s, provided 
the relationships between the MOP’s and the resulting 
number are known. This approach enables identification 
of deficiencies in individual signal processing schemes.
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